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This is **MINTY**. She is 5 years old. She lives with Mom, Papa, Kaju and Gizo. **Kaju** is her baby brother. He is 1 year old. **Gizo** is their pet.
Minty has an egg for breakfast. **ONE EGG.**
Minty says "YUM YUM".
Kaju says "UMM UMM".

I am Kaju. I also want to have an egg...
"BHOW BHOW, I am Gizo, and I love Minty and Kaju"
Minty wears a blue dress. There are **TWO** fish on her dress. Gizo wants the fish. He jumps. Kaju says "JUM JUM".
Minty likes to colour her drawings. Look, she has drawn **FOUR** green leaves.

**Mommy I want THREE balloons.**

Ok, let's go to park in the evening. I'll buy them for you.
Minty goes to park with Mom, Kaju and Gizo. But where is Gizo? I think he is hiding behind the rock.
Balloon Bhaiya comes with so many balloons. Minty buys FIVE balloons. Kaju screams in thrill.
Gizo is hungry. Mom gives him **SIX** cookies. Gizo gobbles them. Kaju says "GOB GOB".
Minty spots Butterflies on flowers.
How many butterflies are there?
SEVEN. One. Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, **SEVEN...**
Mom fed Gizo. Now Kaju wants to feed birds. Can you count how many birds are there? There are EIGHT birdies.
Time to go home. Woo Hoo! Papa has come from office. He has got **NINE** books today. Minty hugs Papa. She is very happy for her new books.
Stars shine brighty-bright. Minty begins to count, "One star, Two star, Three star Three. Four star, Five star, Six Star, Seven. Eight and Nine and Ten star TEN.....So many Ten stars... "

Goodnight Minty, Goodnight Kaju.
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Minty learns to count with Kaju and Gizo. Do you want to learn too?

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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